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参照球を用いた 3 次元光環境センシング
高井 勇志
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形状・反射特性が既知の物体を撮影しその画像から撮影時の光環境を推定する，いわゆる inverse lighting の問題に
対しては，物体表面の陰影や物体が他の物体に落とす影を利用して解く方法が提案されている．これらの方法の多く
は，天空から物体を照射する無限遠光源の集合によって光環境を表し，物体表面の輝度値がその反射特性と各光源強
度との積の線形和で記述できることに基づいて，最小二乗法によって各光源の方位と強度を推定している．しかしな
がらこうした方法では，近接光源や環境光を扱うことが困難であるため，現実世界での光環境を正確に求めることは
難しい．そこで本稿では，参照物体として複数の球を配置し，画像中の参照球面上での陰影が持つ幾何学的な特徴で
ある濃度等高線を元の 3 次元空間に逆投影し，その 3 次元幾何学的・光学的性質を利用することによって無限遠光源
のみではなく近接光源や環境光を含めた光環境を推定する方法を提案する．また，本手法による光環境の推定結果を
示し，その有効性について述べる．
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Several methods have been proposed for lighting environment sensing, the problem to estimate characteristics of
light sources in a scene by analyzing shading, cast shadows, and/or highlights on reference objects with known
3D shape and BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function). Most of them characterized the lighting
environment by a set/distribution of directional light sources and applied least-squares methods to estimate parameters of the light sources. With these methods, however, it is difficult to characterize the lighting environment
in the real world scene accurately, because they do not account for point light sources or ambient light.
This paper proposes a novel method for the lighting environment sensing, which can estimate parameters of point
light sources and ambient light as well as directional light sources. Our key idea is to employ multiple reference
spheres to probe the lighting environment of the scene and analyze gray level contours on the spherical surfaces
to characterize 3D geometric and photometric properties of light sources. Following geometric and photometric
characterizations of the gray level contours, we propose a sensing method and demonstrate its effectiveness with
experimental results.

1

Introduction

Lighting environment sensing is a method to estimate
characteristics of light sources in a scene by analyzing captured images. Once the parameters of the light
sources are obtained, we can remove shadows, highlights, and shading effects from object images, or add
lighting effects to virtual objects in augmented reality.
Several methods have been proposed for lighting environment sensing based on shading and/or cast shadows of reference objects with known 3D shape and
BRDF ( Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function ) [1, 2, 3]. Most of them characterized the lighting
environment by a set/distribution of directional light
sources and applied least-squares methods to estimate
parameters of the light sources. Debevec[5] employs
a mirror sphere to capture the lighting environment

with high dynamic range images. With these methods,
however, it is difficult to characterize the lighting environment in the real world scene accurately, because
they do not account for point light sources or ambient
light.
Powell et al.[4] on the other hand, estimated parameters of point light sources by matching highlights on
a pair of mirror spheres. With this geometric matching method, however, it is not possible to estimate the
intensity of the light sources.
This paper proposes a novel method for the lighting
environment sensing, which can estimate parameters of
point light sources and ambient light as well as directional light sources. Our key idea is to employ multiple
reference spheres to probe the lighting environment of
the scene and analyze gray level contours on the spher-
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The lighting environment includes the following three
types of light sources:

ical surfaces to characterize 3D geometric and photometric properties of light sources. Following geometric
and photometric characterizations of the gray level contours, we propose a sensing method and demonstrate
its effectiveness with experimental results.

2

• Ambient Light: Ambient light provides constant light for a scene. In this paper, we consider
it as a bias. If the scene is illuminated by the ambient light La alone, the irradiance I of the reference
sphere is written as
I = KLa ,

Model Definitions

2.1

• Point Light Source: As shown in Figure 2-(a),
at the point X , let α(X, P ) be an angle between
a surface normal and a line from the light source,
the irradiance I(X) is given by

• We employ spheres with known shapes and Lambertian BRDFs to probe the lighting environment,
which we call reference spheres.

I(X) = KLp max[cos α(X, P ), 0]/(D(X, P ))2 ,
(2)
where Lp denotes radiance of the light source, P
denotes the position of the point light source, and
D(X, P ) denotes the distance between the point
light source and X .

• A camera for capturing the image and the reference spheres are calibrated accurately. Especially,
we assume the transformation function from the
scene irradiance to the pixel gray value is spatially
uniform and linear with zero bias and scale factor
= 1. That is, we do not discriminate between the
irradiance and the gray value.

• Directional Light Source: As shown in Figure
2-(b), at the point X , let α(X) be an angle between the surface normal and the direction of the
light source, the irradiance I(X) is given by

Coordinate Systems

Figure 1 illustrates the coordinate systems we use:

I(X) = KLd max[cos α(X), 0],

• Scene Coordinate System: (X, Y, Z)

(3)

where Ld denotes the radiance of the directional
light source.

• Reference Sphere Coordinate System:
– Origin (XA , YA , ZA ):
ence sphere A.

(1)

where K denotes a diffuse reflectance coefficient of
the reference sphere.

Assumptions

For our lighting environment sensing, we employ the
following assumptions:

2.2

Lighting Environment

The origin of refer-

– Radius rA : radius of reference sphere A.
– Axes: xA , yA , and zA axes of the reference
sphere coordinate system are aligned parallel
to the X, Y , and Z axes of the scene coordinate system respectively.
– Surface Coordinate System (θ, φ):
θ
and φ specify angular positions of a spherical
surface point.

3

Derivative Sphere

To facilitate separate identification of multiple combined light sources, we introduce what we call Derivative Sphere.

3.1

Irradiance on a Simple Sphere

First, let Simple Sphere denote a reference sphere with
shading in the scene. Then, IA (xA ), the irradiance at
point xA on the surface of simple sphere A, is given by
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2

IA (xA )

Photometry: Let IA (θ, φ) and IB (θ, φ) denote the
surface irradiance distributions of simple spheres
s
X
[i]
A
A and B respectively (Figure 3 (a)). The surface
=
Ip (αp (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i]))
irradiance
distribution of derivative sphere A − B
i=1
is
given
by
t
X
[j]
[j]
+
Id (αd (xA )) + Ia ,
(4)
IA−B (θ, φ) = IA (θ, φ) − IB (θ, φ).
(8)
j=1

Note that in the shading analysis described later,
IA−B (θ, φ) becomes undefined for those (θ, φ)
where the corresponding surface points on simple
spheres A or B cannot be observed by a camera.

where
• xA : point on the surface of the sphere A in the
reference sphere coordinate system
• FA (xA ): 3D position of xA in the scene coordinate
system

From equations (4) and (8), IA−B (xA−B ), the irradiance at point xA−B on the surface of derivative sphere
A − B, is defined as follows:
IA−B (xA−B )
= IA (xA ) − IB (xB )
s
X
=
Ip[i] (αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i]))

• s, t: (unknown) numbers of point light sources and
directional light sources respectively
• i, j: ID of point light sources and directional light
sources respectively

i=1

• P [i]: 3D position of the point light source i in the
scene coordinate system
•

−

Ip[i] (αpB (FB (xB ), P [i]), D(FB (xB ), P [i])),

i=1

(9)

αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]):

angle between the direction of
point light source i and the surface normal at xA

• D(FA (xA ), P [i]): distance between point light
source i and xA
[i]

• Ip (αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i])):
ance at xA by point light source i

where all surface coordinates of xA−B , xA , and xB on
their corresponding spheres are equivalent.
Equation (9) implies that
• A derivative sphere is illuminated only by point
light sources. That is, the difference operation in
(8) eliminates lighting effects caused by all directional light sources and ambient light.

irradi-

[j]

• αd (xA ): angle between the direction of directional light source j and the surface normal at xA
[j]

• A derivative sphere is illuminated by positive and
negative point light sources, which introduce positive and negative irradiance:

[j]

• Id (αd (xA )): irradiance at xA by directional light
source j

Ip[i] (αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i]))

• Ia : irradiance by the ambient light

and
−Ip[i] (αpB (FB (xB ), P [i]), D(FB (xB ), P [i]))

[i]

Ip (αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i])),
[j]

s
X

[j]

Id (αd (xA )), and Ia are given by
Ip[i]
[j]
Id

Ia

=

[i]

KA Lp[i] max[cos αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), 0]
/(D(FA (xA ), P [i]))2 ,

(5)

=

[j]
KA L d

(6)

=

KA L a ,

[j]
max[cos αd (xA ), 0],

[i]

That is, let L̄p denote a point light source emitting
negative light energy and define the negative irradiance
caused by it as follows.
I¯p[i] (αpB (FB (xB ), P [i]), D(FB (xB ), P ))

(7)

B
= KB L̄[i]
p max[cos αp (F(xB ), P [i]), 0]

[j]

/(D(xB , P [i]))2

where KA denotes the diffuse coefficient, Lp and Ld
denote the radiance of point light source i and directional light source j respectively.

(10)

Then, the irradiance of derivative sphere A − B is represented as
IA−B (xA−B )

3.2

Irradiance on a Derivative Sphere

A derivative sphere A − B is generated from a pair of
simple spheres A and B and its geometric and photometric properties are defined as follows:
Geometry: The geometric properties (i.e. location
and radius) of the derivative sphere A − B are inherited from those of simple sphere A.

= Ip[i] (αpA (FA (xA ), P [i]), D(FA (xA ), P [i]))
+I¯p[i] (αpB (FB (xB ), P [i]), D(FB (xB ), P [i])).
(11)
Figure 3(b) illustrates the derivative sphere generated by a pair of simple spheres in (a), where positive
and negative irradiance are shown in red and green respectively.
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Negaive light
source

(a) Simple spheres

• Feature 1: A set of S-surface points with the identical irradiance form an arc on a plane in 3D scene.
We call the plane as a feature plane.

Positive light
source

• Feature 2: A surface normal of the feature plane
denotes the direction of the point/directional light
source which illuminates the S-surface.

green:negative, red:positive
(b) Derivative sphere

• Feature 3: An irradiance ratio of a group of the
feature planes for the same S-surface characterizes
the light source.

Figure 3: Derivative sphere
light source

In the following sections, we describe the above features in detail, in the cases of a single point light source
and a single directional light source. Here, we define
symbols as follows:

M-surface
S-surface

light source

• O = (OX , OY , OZ ): center of a reference sphere

A-surface

• R: radius of a reference sphere
(a) A reference sphere
and light sources

(b) Divided surfaces

• l = (lX , lY , lZ ): direction of a light source

Figure 4: Surface classification of a simple sphere

4

4.1.1

Geometric and Photometric
Characteristics of Simple and
Derivative Spheres

4.1

Characteristics of a Simple Sphere

First, the bold line in figure 5 illustrates a set of surface
points whose irradiance are equal to I(x). As is obvious
from the figure, such points form an arc on the feature
plane (feature 1).
From Figure 5, we can easily prove that the surface
normal of the feature plane coincides with the direction
of the point light source. Then, the feature plane is
defined by

First, we divide the surface of a reference sphere into
two types:

+
+

• Observable surface: surface that can be observed by a camera
• Unobservable surface: surface that cannot be
observed by a camera
Secondly, we divide the observable surface into three
types as follows based on the number of light sources
that illuminate the surface (Figure 4).
• A-surface: surface illuminated by the ambient
light alone
• S-surface: surface illuminated by the ambient
light and a single light source The S-surface is divided into two types:
– P-surface: surface illuminated by a single
point light source
– D-surface: surface illuminated by a single
directional light source
• M-surface: surface illuminated by multiple point
and/or directional light sources

Characteristics of a P-surface

lX (X − (OX − lX R cos βp (x, l)))
lY (Y − (OY − lY R cos βp (x, l)))
lZ (Z − (OZ − lZ R cos βp (x, l))) = 0,
(12)

where (lX , lY , lZ ) = (OX − PX , OY − PY , OZ − PZ ),
and βp (x, l) denotes an angle between l and the line
connecting O and x (feature 2). Note that equation
(12) means that all feature planes defined from a Psurface are parallel to each other.
Furthermore, a group of the feature planes with different irradiance characterizes the point light source
illuminating the P-surface. Since the irradiance of
the group of the feature planes varies according to
βp (x, l), we describe the irradiance with βp (x, l) instead of αp (F(x), P ).
Irradiance I(x) at x on a feature plane is given by
I(x) = KLp cos αp (F(x), P )/(D(F(x), P ))2 + KLa ,
(13)
where cos αp (F(x), P ) and D(F(x), P ) are written as
cos αp (F(x), P ) =

Now, we focus on characteristics of the S-surface in
order to estimate parameters of the light sources. The
S-surface has such features as described below:
4
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DP 2 − R2 − (D(F(x), P ))2
,
2RD(F(x), P )
q

D(F(x), P ) =

(14)
DP 2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp (x, l),
(15)

Point light source

Directional light source

P

Feature plane

Feature plane
DP

D(X, P)

αd(x)

αp(x)

βd(x)

p

β (x)

O

R

O

x

Figure 5: Relationship between a single point light
source and a reference Sphere

where DP denotes the distance between O and P . By
substituting the above equations into equation (13), we
have
I(x) = KLp

DP cos βp (x, l) − R
3

(DP 2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp (x, l)) 2

+ KLa .

(16)
This equation indicates that the irradiance depends
on unknown Lp , Ld , and DP . To eliminate the lighting
effect by the ambient light, we subtract the irradiance
at points on any two feature planes. Furthermore, by
selecting a point on another feature plane in order to
eliminate the lighting effect of the point light source,
we have the irradiance ratio,
I(x1 ) − I(x2 )
I 0 (x1 ) − I 0 (x2 )
= 0
,
I(x1 ) − I(x3 )
I (x1 ) − I 0 (x3 )
where I 0 (x) =

DP cos βp (x,l)−R
3

(DP 2 +R2 −2RDP cos βp (x,l)) 2

(17)

.

By solving equation (17), we can obtain DP , and
then we can obtain Lp and La from equation (16) (feature 3).
4.1.2

Characteristics of a D-surface

From figure 6, we can prove feature 1 and feature 2 of
the D-surface in the same way as the P-surface. The
feature plane is given by
lX (X − (OX − lX R cos βd (x)))
+ lY (Y − (OY − lY R cos βd (x)))
+ lZ (Z − (OZ − lZ R cos βd (x))) = 0,
(feature2).

Selecting points on any three feature planes, then the
irradiance ratio is given by
I(x1 ) − I(x2 )
I 0 (x1 ) − I 0 (x2 )
= 0
,
I(x1 ) − I(x3 )
I (x1 ) − I 0 (x3 )

(20)

where I 0 (x) = cos βd (x).
On a S-surface, if the irradiance ratio is given by
equation (20), the S-surface is a D-surface. Then we
can obtain Ld and La from equation (19). Otherwise,
the S-surface is a P-surface, and we can obtain the
parameters from equation (17) and equation (16).

4.2

Characteristics
Sphere

of

a

Derivative

The S-surface of the derivative sphere has the same
characteristics as the P-surface of the simple sphere,
except the lighting effects of the ambient light. That
is, the irradiance I(x) at x on the derivative sphere is
given by
I(x) = KL∗p cos αp (F(x), P )/(D(F(x), P ))2 ,

(21)

where L∗p denotes the irradiance of a positive or negative point light source.
Thus the irradiance ratio is given by
I(x1 )
I 0 (x1 )
= 0
,
I(x2 )
I (x2 )

(22)

DP cos βp (x,l)−R
3

(DP 2 +R2 −2RDP cos βp (x,l)) 2

.

By solving equation (22), we can obtain Dp , and then
we can obtain L∗p from equation (21).

We rewrite this equation with βd (x) to

where αd (x) = βd (x).

Figure 6: Relationship between a Single Directional
Light Source and a Reference Sphere

where I 0 (x) =

Irradiance I(x) at point x on the D-surface is given
by
I(x) = KLd cos αd (x) + KLa .
(18)

I(x) = KLd cos βd (x) + KLa ,

x

R

(19)

5

Algorithm of
Lighting Environment Sensing

Based on the above discussions, we show an algorithm
of the light environment sensing in the following:
step 1 Capture an image.
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step 2 Generate images of a simple sphere and/or a
derivative sphere.

5.2

• step 4.1 We extract regions of the reference
spheres from the input image. Note that the camera and the reference spheres are calibrated, and
therefore we know the regions in the image.

step 3 Convert each image to contour representation.
(Section 5.1)
step 4 Estimate parameters of the light source. (Section
5.2)

• step 4.2 We divide the contour lines into contour
segments based on the feature 1.

4.1 Extract the contour lines of shading region(s).

• step 4.3 By grouping the contour segments which
indicate feature planes whose surface normals are
the identical directions (feature 2), we extract the
S-surface(s).

4.2 Divide the contour lines into contour segments.
4.3 Extract S-surface(s).

• step 4.4 Based on feature 3, we calculate the irradiance ratio, and then we estimate the parameters
of the light sources.

4.4 Analyze each S-surface and estimate light
source(s).
step 5 Verification of estimated light sources. (Section
5.3)

5.3

step 6 Eliminate the lighting effects by the estimated
light sources from the input image.

5.3.1

The above processes are described in detail in the following sections.

Image Representation with Contour Lines (step 3)

The contour representation is described as a geographic
map, where the intensity levels of pixels are regarded as
height at the corresponding locations[6]. After obtaining the contour representation, we employ the contour
representation in order to extract the S-surfaces from
the input image, because:
• It denotes geometric characteristics of shading of
objects in the image.
• It is robust against local noise.
Therefore the contour representation is more suitable
for extraction and analysis of the S-surfaces than an ordinary image representation based on a matrix of pixel
value.
We then divide the contour lines into contour segments based on their physical meanings (described in
the following), and analyze the S-surface in order to
estimate parameters of the light source.
To apply the features of the S-surface to the contour
representation, we rewrite feature 1 as
• feature 1: A contour segment on a S-surface
forms an arc on a plane in 3D scene. We call the
plane as a feature plane.

Verification of Estimated
Sources (step 5)

Light

Mergence of Estimated Light Sources

• Mergence of Estimated Light Sources from
a Derivative Sphere
There exists one positive point light source and
one negative point light source corresponding to
one real point light source. Thus comparing the
parameters of the positive and negative point light
sources, we merge them into one point light source.

step 7 If there exists other light sources, then go to step
2.

5.1

Estimation of Parameters of the
Light Sources (step 4)

• Mergence of Estimated Light Sources from
Plural Spheres
We can also estimate the parameters of light
sources from one simple sphere independently.
Therefore we need to merge the light sources estimated from each reference sphere, which are regarded as the identical one.
5.3.2

Elimination of Estimated Light Sources

The light source estimated from a S-surface never illuminates the other S-surfaces in theory. In practice, however, there are possibilities of estimating light
sources which illuminate the other S-surfaces caused by
noise etc. Therefore, we need to eliminate those light
sources, which we call false light source. To eliminate
the false light sources, we examine the estimated light
source whether or not it illuminates the S-surface illuminated by another light source. If it illuminates the
S-surface, the light source or the other one must be a
false light source, and thus, we eliminate the false light
source based on errors of the parameter estimation.

6

Experimental Results

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm with
CG images. The CG images are rendered with OpenGL
and added Gaussian noise with a variance of 6.55.
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6.1

Results: Simple sphere

• (j): Result (Elimination of lighting environment)

Figure 7 illustrates the results of eliminating the lighting effects by lighting environment. Each figure illustrates:
• (a): Input image
• (b): Contour representation of (a)
• (c): Grouped contour segments – Color shows the
group of the contour segments which indicates the
feature planes whose surface normals are the identical direction.
• (d): Result (Elimination of lighting environment)
– It is generated by eliminating the lighting effects
by estimated lighting environment from the input
image.
Table 1 shows estimated parameters of lighting environment.
The image (d) shows that the lighting effects by lighting environment is eliminated almost perfectly. The
estimated parameters, however, have errors, especially
the intensity of the point light source. It appears that
the error comes from an estimation error of the irradiance ratio, because it is more sensitive to noise.

6.2

Results: Derivative sphere

Figure 8 shows the results of eliminating the lighting effects by lighting environment under the above settings.
Each figure shows:
• (a): Input image

Table 2 shows estimated parameters of the lighting environment.
The intermediate image (g) shows that the lighting
effect by a point light source is eliminated. The parameters of the point light source is estimated almost accurately compared with the results of the simple sphere.
It is because the derivative sphere eliminates the lighting effects by both ambient light and directional light
sources. Figure (i) shows that each simple sphere indicates one directional light source respectively, and
figure (j) is a result of eliminating the lighting effect by
the lighting environment.

7

Conclusions

We have presented a novel technique for the lighting
environment sensing, which can estimate parameters
of ambient light and point light sources as well as directional light sources. We employ a contour representation of an image to analyze shading of a reference
sphere and characterize 3D geometric and photometric properties of light source. Furthermore we have
proposed the derivative sphere, which enables us to estimate parameters of the point light sources more accurately by eliminating the lighting effects of ambient
light and directional light sources. We have demonstrated the effectiveness by applying our method to CG
images. As future work, we need to apply our method
to real images and complex lighting environment.
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(a) Input image

(b) Contour representation

(c) Grouped contour segments

(d) Result of elimination of
lighting effetcs

Figure 7: Results: Simple sphere

(a) Input image

(c) Contour representation
of the positive light source

(b) Derivative sphere

(d) Contour representation
of the negative light source

(e) Grouped contour
segments of (c)

(f) Grouped contour
segments of (d)

(g) Intermediate image

(h) Contour representation of (g)

(i) Grouped contour segments

(j) Result of elimination of
lighting effects

Figure 8: Results: Derivative sphere
Table 1: Estimated parameters of lighting environment: Simple sphere
parameter
true
estimated
ambient light intensity
76.0
79.42
light source 1 type
directional
directional
intensity
127.5
121.50
direction (θ, φ)
(48.2, −26.6)
(49.03, −24.67)
light source 2 type
point
point
intensity
204.0
177.19
position
(0.0, −2.0, −4.0) (−0.03, −2.01, −3.83)
Table 2: Estimated parameters of lighting environment: Derivative sphere
parameter
true
estimated
light source 1 type
point
point
intensity
127.5
120.4
position
(0.0, −2.0, −1.0) (−0.006, −1.99, −1.01)
ambient light intensity
76.0
68.16
light source 2 type
directional
directional
intensity
76.5
77.67
direction (θ, φ)
(45.9)
(47.2, 14.6)
light source 3 type
directional
directional
intensity
76.5
93.77
direction (θ, φ)
(73.3, 0.0)
(70.6, −171.1)
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